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ABSTRACT Molecular dynamics simulations have been employed to determine the optimal conformation of an estrogen
receptor DNA binding domain dimer bound to a consensus response element, ds(AGGTCACAGTGACCT), and to a noncon-
sensus response element, ds(AGAACACAGTGACCT). The structures simulated were derived from a crystallographic struc-
ture and solvated by a sphere (45-A radius) of explicit water and counterions. Long-range electrostatic interactions were
accounted for during 100-ps simulations by means of a fast multipole expansion algorithm combined with a multiple
time-step scheme in the molecular dynamics package NAMD. The simulations demonstrate that the dimer induces a bent and
underwound (10.7 bp/turn) conformation in the DNA. The bending reflects the dyad symmetry of the receptor dimer and can
be described as an S-shaped curve in the helical axis of DNA when projected onto a plane. A similar bent and underwound
conformation is observed for nucleosomal DNA near the nucleosome's dyad axis that reflects the symmetry of the histone
octamer. We propose that when a receptor dimer binds to a nucleosome, the most favorable dimer-DNA and histone-DNA
interactions are achieved if the respective symmetry axes are aligned. Such positioning of a receptor dimer over the dyad of
nucleosome B in the mouse mammary tumor virus promoter is in agreement with experiment.
INTRODUCTION
Approximately 80% of the DNA in a cell nucleus is packed
into nucleosomes (Noll, 1974), and therefore accessing
DNA for the purpose of gene expression requires a local
rearrangement of nucleosomes. Various molecular mecha-
nisms have evolved to accomplish this rearrangement. One
such mechanism is the hormone response mechanism
(Beato et al., 1995), for which a satisfactory model has yet
to be found (Beato et al., 1996b).
The nucleosome is a well-defined protein-DNA complex
containing 146 bp of DNA wrapped 1.75 turns around a
cylindrical complex of eight histones (Finch et al., 1977;
Richmond et al., 1984; Arents et al., 1991), as represented
schematically in Fig. 1. The histone octamer is dyad sym-
metrical (Richmond et al., 1984), and the point where the
axis of symmetry intersects nucleosomal DNA, the dyad,
divides the DNA into two symmetrical regions. At the dyad,
the minor groove of the DNA is preferentially directed away
from the surface of the histone octamer and defines a
rotational phasing of the major and minor groove of the
DNA on the histone octamer (Travers, 1987).
In a region extending 1.5 helical turns to either side of the
dyad, the helix repeat is 10.7 bp/turn; farther away from the
dyad, the helix repeat is 10.0 bp/turn (Hayes et al., 1990;
Puhl and Behe, 1993). Regularly spaced sites on the surface
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of the histone octamer allow favorable interactions with the
DNA backbone that correspond to the values of helix repeat,
described above, and that define a translational positioning
of DNA on the histone octamer. The boundaries between
regions of differing helix repeat coincide with bends in the
DNA that create an S-shaped bend in the path of the DNA,
as indicated in Fig. 1. The resulting conformation of nu-
cleosomal DNA reflects the dyad symmetry of the histone
octamer (Richmond et al., 1984; Arents et al., 1991) be-
cause a matching symmetry allows the greatest number of
favorable histone-DNA interactions. Intrinsically bent se-
quences of DNA that disrupt the interactions can be em-
ployed in vitro to affect a rotational and translational posi-
tioning of nucleosomal DNA on the histone (Travers, 1987;
Sivolob and Khrapunov, 1995).
Regulation of gene expression by the hormone response
mechanism relies on the ability of DNA binding proteins
(hormone receptors) to bind with high affinity to target
sequences of DNA (hormone response elements) and to
alter the local arrangement of nucleosomes in chromatin
(Beato et al., 1996a; Mymryk and Archer, 1995; Truss et al.,
1995). A single subdomain of the hormone receptor deter-
mines the DNA sequence to which a hormone receptor
dimer binds (Freedman et al., 1988); this subdomain is
called the DNA-binding domain (DBD).
Hormone receptors typically bind as dimers to a hormone
response element such that the protein-DNA complex is
dyad symmetrical. The dyad symmetry of an estrogen re-
ceptor (ER) DBD dimer/DNA complex can be discerned
from a representation of the corresponding crystallographic
structure presented in Fig. 2. The DNA in the crystallo-
graphic structure is a consensus estrogen response element
(ere), ds(IAGGTCAICAGITGACCTI), possessing the same
symmetry as the dimer. Here, the vertical bars delineate two
6-bp sequences that are recognized by each monomer. Each
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intersects the DNA. An S-shaped bend in the helical axis of the DNA is
observed in this region.
hexamer is referred to as a half-site, and the 3 bp between
the half-sites constitute the spacer. The properties of B-form
DNA are such that the major groove of each half-site and
the minor groove of the spacer appear on the same face of
the response element.
The so-called reading helix of each monomer recognizes
each half-site primarily through interactions in the major
groove. The reading helices are directed into and out of the
page in Fig. 2. The resulting protein-DNA binding motif
ensures that a hormone receptor dimer can bind to one face
of the DNA and, hence, to nucleosomal DNA.
One expects that optimal interactions of the ER-DBD
dimer in the major groove require the conformation of the
DNA to reflect the dyad symmetry of the dimer (Bishop and
Schulten, 1996). In fact, the symmetry existing in some
DNA-binding proteins has been utilized to predict a struc-
ture for the corresponding protein-DNA complex by means
of molecular modeling (Sandmann et al., 1996).
In this paper we demonstrate that the ER-DBD dimer
induces a conformation in DNA that is similar to the opti-
mal conformation of nucleosomal DNA near the dyad. The
glucocorticoid receptor (GR) DBD dimer induces such a
conformation in DNA as well (Bishop and Schulten, 1994,
1996). Hence we propose that a receptor dimer and a histone
octamer can achieve the most favorable interactions with
nucleosomal DNA when the response element is positioned
over the dyad, thus aligning the axis of symmetry of the
histone octamer with that of the dimer. This positioning of
the DNA on the nucleosome may facilitate the binding of
other proteins involved in gene regulation.
For this purpose we have utilized molecular dynamics
simulations, based on a crystallographic structure (Schwabe
et al., 1993), to determine the optimal conformation of an
ER-DBD dimer bound to a consensus ERE and bound to a
nonconsensus ERE, ds(|AGAACA|CAG|TGACCTI). A
simulation of the consensus ERE free in solution was also
conducted as a control. Molecular dynamics simulations of
homologous protein-DNA complexes are reported in
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FIGURE 2 Representation of the ER-DBD dimer/DNA complex. Each
monomer is represented as a ribbon, and the DNA is represented by lines.
Spheres represent the two zinc ions associated with each monomer. The
two half-sites and the spacer are indicated by arrows and a dotted line,
respectively. This image has been created with VMD (Humphrey et al.,
1996).
Bishop and Schulten (1994, 1996), Eriksson et al. (1994,
1995), Eriksson and Nilsson (1995), Harris et al. (1994),
and Kothekar and Kotwal (1992). Bending of DNA induced
by the GR-DBD dimer was analyzed by Bishop and Schul-
ten (1994, 1996).
In Materials and Methods we describe the molecular
dynamics techniques used to simulate the three systems
described above; we then define the analysis techniques.
The Results section focuses on the conformational proper-
ties of the protein and DNA during our simulations that are
relevant to the structure of nucleosomal DNA. In the Dis-
cussion we present experimental evidence that supports our
suggested positioning of the nucleosome, and we analyze
the consequences of such a positioning for the mouse mam-
mary tumor virus promoter.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section the three systems simulated and the techniques used to
conduct and analyze the simulations are presented. A summary of relevant
data for each simulation appears in Table 1. The sequence identity and the
residue numbering for the protein and the DNA used in our simulations are
presented in Fig. 3.
Structures
We utilized the crystallographic structure of the ER-DBDdiNmer/DNA
complex (Schwabe et al., 1993) to create the systems that were simulated.
The structure contains two complexes, denoted A and B, in a unit cell of
the crystal. Each complex has the same positioning of the protein on the
DNA, but the conformations of the proteins differ from amino acids 54-58,
as labeled in Fig. 3. This segment isca-helical in both monomers of
complex A and is disordered in both monomers of complex B (Schwabe et
al., 1993). Each system in the present study originated from complex A.
The DNA duplex in complex A of (Schwabe et al., 1993) is 17 bp long,
with a cytosine overhanging at the B'end of each strand. By means of
molecular modeling, we paired each cytosine with a guanine and employed
the resulting double-stranded DNA, ds(CCIAGGTCAhCAGoTGACCTu
GG), for our simulations. This duplex is denoted ERE. The simulation
referred to as er-ere contained the ER-DBD dimer, ERE, counterions, and
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TABLE I Summary of the methods used to conduct each simulation
Simulation ere er-ere er-g/ere
DNA sequence CCIAGGTCAICAGITGACCTIGG CCIAGAACAICAGITGACCTIGG
Protein None ER-DBD dimer ER-DBD dimer
Initial coordinates Crystal Crystal Modified
Total no. atoms 25,892 36,284 36,573
Total no. waters 8,218 10,944 11,040
Total no. Na+ 36 30 30
Simulation program NAMD
Processor (# nodes@mem.) HP735-125 MHz (8@128 Mb)
Energy function All atom, CHARMM22, TIP3P (unconstrained)
Integration method Verlet I multiple time step with switching function
Distance classes(A) (0.0-10.5), (10.5-=)
Time step (short/long) 1 fs/4 fs
Coulomb evaluation DPMTA
Total simulation time 100 ps
(avg. run time)/(time step) 16 s 19 s 19 s
water. The control simulation, referred to as ere, contained the naked ERE,
counterions and water.
A third system was created from the same crystallographic data by
mutating the first ds(GT) of ERE to ds(AA), yielding ds(CCIAG
AACAICAGITGACCTIGG). The first half-site, i.e., ds(AGAACA), corre-
sponds to that of a consensus glucocorticoid response element (GRE)
(Martinez and Wahli, 1991), and the second half-site, i.e., ds(TGACCT),
corresponds to that of a consensus ERE. This sequence is denoted by
G/ERE. The simulation referred to as er-g/ere contained the ER-DBD
dimer, G/ERE, counterions, and water.
Solvation
The structure of DNA is sensitive to the presence of water and ions. Hence
a water bath and counterions must be included in molecular dynamics
simulations (Jayaram and Beveridge, 1996). Simulations of a glucocorti-
coid receptor-DNA binding domain (GR-DBD) dimer/DNA complex dem-
onstrated that nuclear hormone receptors bend DNA (Bishop and Schulten,
1994, 1996). Such bending is also observed experimentally (Nardulli and
Shapiro, 1992; Petz et al., 1997; Sabbah et al., 1992). Accordingly, the
solvation shells must be large enough to accommodate the conformational
changes. Solvation spheres of 45 A, 45 A, and 39 A radius were used in the
er-ere, er-g/ere, and ere simulations, respectively. The spheres provided at
least two salvation layers for the entire protein-DNA complex and several
salvation layers for most of the surface of each complex.
The solvent spheres were constructed by first covering the spherical
domain with a three-dimensional cubic grid and then randomly placing two
hydrogens and an oxygen in each cube. A grid spacing of 3.1 A was
chosen, resulting in a density of 1.0 g/cm3. To obtain the proper geometry
for each water, the oxygens were held fixed, and 500 steps of energy
minimization of the bond and angle energies were performed. All atoms
were then released, and the entire system was equilibrated for 20 ps at
300K, using Berendsen temperature coupling (Berendsen et al., 1984) and
a coupling constant of 0.1 ps- l. At the end of the equilibration procedure
an acceptable radial distribution of the atoms (see Table 2) and a stable
temperature of 300K had been achieved.
To solvate the three structures, they were each centered within one of
the preconstructed spheres of water. Any water molecule with an atom
closer than 1.8 A to any atom of the structure being solvated was removed.
The waters that are present in the crystal structure were considered as part
of the structure being solvated and maintained their positions during this
procedure. Each resulting solute-solvent system was then subjected to 5 ps
of molecular dynamics equilibration, during which all waters were allowed
to move.
FIGURE 3 Protein (top) and DNA sequences
(bottom). (Top) Black letters indicate the three a-he-
lical segments of the ER-DBD, amino acids 24-35,
54-58, 59-70. Dotted lines indicate the coordina-
tion of the zinc ions. (Bottom) Black letters indicate
the two base pairs that were mutated from the ERE
contained in the crystallographic structure (Schwabe
et al., 1993) to create G/ERE. Arrows and a dotted
line indicate the locations of the two half-sites and
the spacer of each sequence of DNA. EREI/2 and
GRE1/2 identify the type of half-site in each se-
quence.
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TABLE 2 Location of peak values for the radial distribution
functions and the associated coordination numbers
Property Simulation TIP3P
goo 2.8 A 2.8 A
9oH 1.8A,3.2A 1.9A,3.3A
gHH 2.5 A, 3.7 A 2.4 A, 3.8 A
fgoodr 5.7 5.2
fgOHdr 4.0 3.9
The values in the column marked "simulation" were obtained from calcu-
lations using our equilibrated sphere of water, and the values in the column
marked "TIP3P" are standard values for the constrained TIP3P water
molecule (Jorgensen et al., 1983).
The integration limits for goo and 9OH were [0,3.5] and [0,2.5]
respectively.
The number of counterions added to each system was chosen to achieve
electroneutrality: 30 Na+ ions for er-ere and er-g/ere and 36 Na+ ions for
ere. To determine the initial location of the Na+ ions for a given structure,
every water molecule located farther away than 5 A from the protein-DNA
complex was considered a possible location for an ion. The electrostatic
potential was calculated for the oxygen of each water molecule considered,
and the water molecules were ranked according to this potential, i.e., the
water with the highest electrostatic potential associated with its oxygen was
ranked highest, etc. In an iterative procedure, 30 water molecules (36 in
case of ere) were replaced with Na+ ions. During each iteration the
electrostatic potential was recalculated, the highest ranked water molecule
was replaced with an ion, and all water molecules within 9 A of the ion
were removed from consideration in subsequent iterations.
Molecular dynamics simulations
All simulations were performed on a cluster of workstations using the
molecular dynamics program NAMD (Nelson et al., 1996) and version 22
(MacKerell et al., 1995; Mackerell et al., submitted for publication) of the
CHARMM (Brooks et al., 1983) force field. Additional parameters for the
tetrahedral coordination of the zinc ions to cysteine residues were the same
as those used by Eriksson et al. (1995). NAMD provides the option of
calculating full electrostatic interactions through the use of a fast multipole
expansion algorithm, namely the program DPMTA (Rankin and Board,
1995). This option was used throughout each simulation to calculate
electrostatic interactions between atoms beyond a cut-off distance of 10.5
A to a relative accuracy of 10-6
In NAMD the frequency of evaluating the long-range electrostatic
interactions is reduced through the use of a Verlet I two-time step algo-
rithm (Biesiadecki and Skeel, 1993; GrubmUller et al., 1991). The two-time
step scheme implemented in NAMD relies on the separation of the elec-
trostatic interactions into two distance classes according to the distance
between the interacting atoms (GrubmUller et al., 1991).
Test simulations of the solvated ER-DBD dimer/DNA system demon-
strated that a 1-fs short time step and a 4-fs long time step conserved the
total energy to within 0.006% for each picosecond of simulation. Utilizing
these two time steps provided a speed-up by a factor of 3.7 compared to a
conventional single time step simulation with a 1-fs time step. Time steps
of 1 fs and 4 fs were chosen for all subsequent simulations.
The total energy diverged if the long time step was longer than 4 fs. We
found that the total energy diverged more slowly when we used two-time
steps of 1 fs and 6 fs rather than using two-time steps of 1 fs and 5 fs,
indicating a resonance between 4 fs and 6 fs. The lack of energy conser-
vation manifested itself through the bonded energy, suggesting that the
resonance is due to a normal mode vibration involving the OH bond, which
for the CHARMM force field occurs at approximately 3700 cm- (9 fs)
(Watanabe and Karplus, 1993). The excitation of resonances was suggested
earlier (Grubmiiller et al., 1991) and has since been investigated (Biesia-
decki and Skeel, 1993; Bishop et al., submitted for publication) for multiple
time step methods. The resonance between 4 fs and 6 fs places an upper
limit on the long time step that can be used for simulating systems with
unconstrained OH vibrations.
The following protocol was employed for each simulation. An initial
velocity distribution, corresponding to 300 K, was assigned to the system,
and 5 ps of molecular dynamics equilibration, with coupling to a temper-
ature bath of 300 K, was conducted. Because the solvent had previously
been equilibrated to 300K during a 20 ps simulation, 5 ps of additional
equilibration was sufficient to provide a uniform temperature distribution
throughout the solute-solvent system. After equilibration, 100 ps of mo-
lecular dynamics was completed for each system, using the parameters
listed in Table 1.
STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
The conformation of DNA in each simulation was analyzed
by evaluating the inter-base-pair parameters of roll (p), tilt
(T), and twist (fQ). These parameters were extracted from
each trajectory at an interval of 1 ps with the Molecular
Dynamics Analysis Toolchest (Ravishanker et al., 1989;
Sklenar et al., 1989).
The helix repeat
N X 3600
vNli=fli (1)
was calculated for each snapshot of the three trajectories.
Here, Vi= 1 £1i represents the total inter-base-pair twist for
each response element. N is the number of base-pair steps
and is equal to 14 for each response element. The two base
pairs at the termini of each DNA segment, ds(GG) and
ds(CC), were not included in this analysis.
Bending of the DNA was measured by combining the
values of roll, pi, and tilt, Ti, to estimate the bend, f3i, at each
base-pair step, i. The bend was approximated as
The angle
(2)i3= 4(p+2T+ ).
INEix=1 iBT= (3)
is a measure of the deviation per base step from a linear
conformation, defined by 3T- 0, for a given snapshot of a
trajectory; o3T does not provide any information about the
direction of bending. The sum in Eq. 3 extended over the
same 14-bp steps as for the calculations of helix repeat. To
evaluate the deformations that create bending, scatter plots
of pi versus Ti were analyzed.
To measure a directed bend of DNA during each simu-
lation, a line segment was fit by least squares to each of the
half-site axes, as determined by the Molecular Dynamics
Analysis Toolchest (Ravishanker et al., 1989; Sklenar et al.,
1989), and the angle between the two line segments, de-
noted ah,h, was determined. This measure disregards local
bending of the half-sites. A similar method was used to
measure global motions of the ER-DBD monomers relative
to each other. For this purpose, a line segment was fit by
least squares to the backbone of the reading helices, amino
acids Glu-25 through Ser-34 in Fig. 3, and the angle be-
Bishop et al. 2059
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tween these two line segments, denoted ar,r, was deter-
mined. Subscripts will be used to indicate standard devia-
tions when we report values for the above quantities, e.g.,
ar,r = 180;o indicates an average value of 180° with a
standard deviation of 100.
CORRELATION OF DATA
To determine if a correlation between two data sets existed,
the covariance,
(4)
was calculated. Here Xt are the data values obtained from
each 100-ps trajectory at 1 ps intervals, and X is the average
value of Xt over the trajectory.
RESULTS
First, analysis of the simulations in terms of the root mean
square (rms) difference from the initial structure has been
carried out for each system. The results are presented in Fig.
4. The rms values for simulation ere indicate that a stable
conformation has not been achieved after 100 ps. It is
known that simulations of naked DNA typically require
longer simulation times to achieve a stable conformation
(Cheatham and Kollman, 1996; McConnell et al., 1994;
Yang and Pettitt, 1996). Convergence to a stable conforma-
tion in simulation ere is further hindered by the fact that the
initial DNA conformation stemmed from a complex with a
protein. In contrast, simulations er-ere and er-g/ere achieved
stable DNA configurations after about 50 ps, indicating that
the protein stabilizes the conformation of the DNA. Accord-
ingly, we focus further analysis on the properties of the
protein and DNA that are relevant to the structure of nu-
cleosomal DNA and on the conformation of the DNA in
complex with the dimer. Below we evaluate the helix re-
peat, the relative orientation of the monomers, and bending
of the DNA.
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FIGURE 5 Helix repeat. The helix repeat of DNA during simulation ere
exceeded the expected solution value of 10.5 bp/turn (top). The helix repeat
of the DNA during simulations er-ere (middle) and er-g/ere (bottom)
stabilized at 10.7 bp/turn.
Helix repeat
Helix repeat values were determined according to Eq. 1 and
are presented for the duration of each simulation in Fig. 5.
The helix repeat in the crystallographic structure is 10.0
bp/turn (Schwabe et al., 1993). During simulations er-ere
and er-g/ere, the helix repeat increased to 10.7 bp/turn and
remained constant, indicating that a stable protein-DNA
complex has been achieved. The helix repeat during simu-
lation ere eventually exceeded 11.0 bp/tum, indicating an
underwound conformation of the DNA. The unwinding of
the naked DNA during simulation ere beyond the observed
solution value of 10.5 bp/turn (Klug and Rhodes, 1980) is
expected because DNA typically becomes underwound in
rather different molecular dynamics simulations (Levitt,
1982; Cheatham and Kollman, 1996; Yang and Pettitt,
1996).
A change in helix repeat from 10.0 to 10.7 bp/turn re-
quires approximately 30° of unwinding of the response
element. In this respect we note that a maximum difference
of about 200 in ar,r the angle between monomers was found
FIGURE 4 The root mean square
difference of all heavy atoms from
the initial structure for simulations
ere (top), er-ere (middle), and er-g/
ere (bottom). The solid line repre-
sents the rms difference for the DNA,
the dashed line represents the rns
difference for monomer 1, and the
dotted line represents the rms differ-
ence for monomer 2. The heavy at-
oms of each molecular component
were fit by least squares (Kabsch,
1976) to the initial structure before
determination of the rms.
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to occur during our simulations as indicated in Fig. 7. Below
we demonstrate that changes in arr are correlated to the net
twist of the spacer and that changes in twist of the half-sites
require a change in the protein-DNA interface, which is not
measured by changes in ar r.
Twist
Twist measures the rotation about the DNA helical axis
between base pairs. Average values of twist are presented in
Fig. 6. For segments of DNA where the bases are in contact
with the dimer, e.g. the half-sites, optimal interactions be-
tween the bases and the dimer require specific values of
twist. For segments of DNA where the bases are not in
contact with the dimer, e.g., the spacer region or free DNA,
the range of twist values is determined by the DNA
sequence.
In the crystallographic structure the twist values corre-
sponding to the half-sites are similar at equal sequence
distances from the center of the response element (Schwabe
et al., 1993), reflecting the dyad symmetry of the protein-
DNA complex. Unwinding of the DNA from the initial
crystallographic conformation, described above by changes
in helix repeat, can be discerned for individual base-pair
steps in Fig. 6.
In simulation ere there are no external factors that limit
the conformation of the DNA; hence the DNA was freer to
unwind in this simulation than in the case of simulations
er-ere or er-g/ere, e.g., ds(AG) of the first half-site achieved
a twist of 24.681, which is 100 less than the initial twist of
34.90 (Schwabe et al., 1993).
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With the exception of the first ds(AG) in simulation
er-ere and the first ds(AC) in simulation er-g/ere, unwinding
of the half-sites is less than 5° for any given step in the
protein-DNA complexes. During simulation er-ere the
change in twist for ds(AG) from 34.9° in the crystallo-
graphic structure (Schwabe et al., 1993) to 27.64 4coincided
with the formation of a water bridge between the adenosine
and Lys-28 that was not observed in the crystallographic
structure. During simulation er-g/ere, the change in twist for
the first ds(AC) from 36.5° in the crystallographic structure
(Schwabe et al., 1993) to 30.1k resulted from the mutation
of two base pairs and from the addition of water to the
protein-DNA interface compared to a consensus half-site.
We conclude that a significant change in the average twist
for a half-site accompanies changes in the protein-DNA
interface. A thorough analysis of the interactions at the
protein-DNA interface is discussed elsewhere (Kosztin et
al., manuscript in preparation).
No direct contacts existed between the dimer and the
bases of the spacer. Hence twist values for the spacer
exhibited the greatest deviation from the initial crystallo-
graphic structure. In particular, ds(GT) exhibited an average
twist of 31.0'4 in simulation er-ere and of 36.76 in er-g/
ere. These values are greater than the initial value of 21.00
reported by Schwabe et al. (1993) and are closer to the ideal
value of 35.844 for ds(GT) reported by Gorin et al. (1995).
Although individual values of twist describing the spacer
did not appear to be constrained by interactions with the
dimer, the net twist of the spacer region, Qlspacer, was af-
fected by the dimer, as demonstrated below.
Relative orientation of monomers
The relative orientation of the monomers, measured by arr,
correlates with fQspacer, defined as fiQi for ds(ACAGT)
(see Fig. 7). The covariance of flspacer and ar,r was 0.69 in
simulation er-ere and 0.55 in er-g/ere, indicating a signifi-
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FIGURE 6 Average and relative twist values. The average twist, (17k), at
each base-pair step, i, during simulation ere is plotted as a bar graph (top).
Diamonds indicate values from the crystallographic structure (Schwabe et
al., 1993). Relative twist values obtained from simulations er-ere (middle)
and er-g/ere (bottom) are plotted as differences from the crystallographic
values, A(flj); error bars denote the standard deviation. Positive values of
A(flj) represent unwinding with respect to the initial crystallographic
conformation. ERE and G/ERE sequences are shown at the top and bottom
of the figure, respectively. For each sequence of DNA arrows indicate the
two half-sites, and dotted lines indicate the spacer.
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FIGURE 7 Twist versus monomer orientation. The twist of the spacer,
fkpacer' is plotted versus the angle between monomers, a,rr, for snapshots
of simulations er-ere (left) and er-g/ere (right) taken at intervals of 1 ps.
Lines indicate a least-squares fit to the data. The covariance is indicated by
r in each graph.
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cant correlation between unwinding of the spacer region and
the relative orientation of monomers.
In the crystallographic structure (Schwabe et al., 1993),
the net twist of the spacer is 1370 and the two reading helix
axes are nearly antiparallel, ar,r = 1720, lying in a plane
tangent to a cylindrical surface that encloses the DNA.
Changes in arr measure both a rotation of the monomers
about the DNA helical axis, i.e., the skewness of the axes,
and deviations of the axes from their initial antiparallel
orientation within the tangent plane. The underlying motion
represents a relaxation from the constraints imposed on the
complex by crystal packing, and the correlation between
Qspacer and ar,r indicates that the spacer serves to maintain
an optimal alignment of each half-site with the respective
monomer during the relaxation.
Bends
Net bends
To determine whether there was a directed bend in the
DNA, the angle ah,h between half-sites was determined. The
value of ahh obtained from our analysis of the crystallo-
graphic structure is 15°. The average values of ahh for our
simulations, presented in Table 3, are higher. The crystal-
lographic analysis did not report the DNA as having a bend
(Schwabe et al., 1995).
We suggest that ah,h approximates the bend measured in
electrophoretic mobility shift experiments (Nardulli and
Shapiro, 1992; Petz et al., 1997; Sabbah et al., 1992). We
emphasize that ahh is an approximate measure which as-
sumes that the half-sites are linear and that the bending
occurs in the spacer region. It does not accurately describe
the local conformation of the DNA. Experimental and the-
oretical values for the bending of DNA induced by the
ER-DBD and GR-DBD dimers are also presented in Table
3.
The total bending, IT' of the DNA was calculated using
roll, pi, and tilt, Ti, according to Eq. 3. This measure is
sensitive to differences in the conformation of DNA but
does not measure a directed bend, as does ahh. The crys-
tallographic structure of the GR-DBD dimer/DNA complex
TABLE 3 Bending of DNA
Simulation (13T) (ah,h) Experiment
ere 14; 224 NA
er-ere 12 194 340 (Nardulli and Shapiro, 1992)
er-g/ere 130 1940 NA
gre 150 NA NA
gr-gre3 172 350# 280 (Petz et al., 1997)
gr-gre4 180 350# NA
The values for the GR-DBD dimer/DNA complexes were obtained from
the simulations reported by (Bishop and Schulten (1996). Experimental
data were taken from the stated references. Subscripts denote the standard
deviation; NA indicates that data were not available.
#As reported by Bishop and Schulten (1996), indicating a final value and
(Luisi et al., 1991) and the ER-DBD dimer/DNA complex
(Schwabe et al., 1995) both have a value of f3T of 80. The
average value of f3T for each simulation is listed in Table 3
and indicates that the DNA was significantly less bent in the
original crystal structures than in our current simulations of
ER-DBD dimer/DNA complexes or in our previous simu-
lations of GR-DBD dimer/DNA complexes (Bishop and
Schulten, 1996). The increased bending of the DNA as
indicated by (f3T) agrees with an increase in ahh and the
appearance of additional bends located in the half-sites, as
described below.
The values of bending obtained for the simulations of the
GR-DBD dimer/DNA complexes (Bishop and Schulten,
1996) are higher than the values obtained in the current
simulations of the ER-DBD dimer/DNA complexes. In this
regard, we note that the simulations reported by Bishop and
Schulte (1996) did not include counterions, whereas the
systems in the present simulations are completely neutral-
ized by counterions. We have found that the presence of
counterions in a simulation of a protein-DNA complex
significantly weakens the electrostatic interactions between
positively charged amino acids and the phosphate groups of
DNA, thus decreasing the ability of the protein to induce
conformational changes in DNA. It is known that ion con-
centration can also significantly affect protein-DNA inter-
actions in vivo (Record et al., 1976).
Individual bends
To analyze the local structure of the DNA, the average bend
values, (pi), were measured; they are presented in Fig. 8 for
each simulation. Optimal contacts between the monomers
and the half-sites require a specific geometry of the DNA,
and accordingly, bends in the half-sites are induced by
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FIGURE 8 Average bend values. The average bend, (f(3i), during simu-
lation ere (top) is plotted for each base pair. The average bend at each step
during simulations er-ere (middle) and er-g/ere (bottom) are plotted as
differences, A(f3j), from the corresponding values in ere. Error bars denote
a standard deviation. Positive values of A(f3i) indicate greater bending;
negative values indicate less bending. ERE and G/ERE sequences are
printed at the top and bottom of the figure, respectively. For each sequence
of DNA, arrows indicate the two half-sites, and dotted lines indicate the
not an average. spacer.
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interactions with the respective monomers. At the site of the
mutations in G/ERE, i.e., ds(AA), the degree of bending
differed by more than 10° from the corresponding site in
er-ere. In this region, the twist was also found to differ
between simulations, as noted above.
However, the spatial extent of the conformational differ-
ences that can develop between the mutated and unmutated
half-sites is limited by interactions between the protein and
phosphate groups of the DNA. These interactions define
"checkpoints" through which the DNA helical axis must
pass and involve the two phosphate groups at the 5' end of
each strand of each half-site, i.e., four phosphate groups for
each half-site. These protein-DNA interactions are highly
conserved throughout the family of hormone receptor/DNA
complexes (Schwabe et al., 1993; Gewirth and Sigler,
1995). Thus, although the mutations introduced into the
system altered the protein-DNA interface as well as the
local structure of the DNA, the global structure of the DNA
in the er-ere and er-g/ere simulations remained similar. The
ability of the ER-DBD dimer to bind to and induce a
conformation in G/ERE that is similar to the conformation
of ERE is to be expected, because the G/ERE is a functional
response element (Schwabe et al., 1995).
The spacer, which is located between "checkpoints" of
the first and second half-sites but does not have any specific
contacts with the dimer itself, serves to align each half-site
for optimal interactions with the protein. In this manner, the
spacer effectively isolated the unmutated half-site in er-g/
ere from the conformational changes in the mutated half-
site, as evidenced by the similarity in conformation of the
second half-site in simulation er-g/ere to that in simulation
er-ere.
The high degree of bending during simulation ere, as
indicated by (13T) in Table 3, was partially due to a signif-
icant bend of the central base-pair step ds(AG). The average
bend at this step was 25.670 (Fig. 8). Such a large bend
could arise because the conformation of the naked DNA
was not restricted by the dimer.
Snapshots of the bends
Overall bends in the DNA during simulations er-ere and
er-g/ere are described by projections onto two perpendicular
planes. The two projections are represented in Fig. 9 for a
snapshot taken from simulation er-ere. In the so-called
vertical plane, the bend is localized near the spacer and is
oriented such that the dimer is on the convex surface of the
bend. The bend is toward the major groove.
In the so-called horizontal plane two bends arose. The
two bends are oriented so that they cancel each other and
create an S-shaped bend in the DNA axis. A similar con-
formation of the helical axis was observed in simulations of
GR-DBD dimer/DNA complexes (Bishop and Schulten,
1996). The S-shape is a consequence of the dyad symmetry
of the dimer/DNA complexes.
We note that intact receptors induce a bend in the re-
sponse element ranging from 60° to 700, compared to the
'-., .:'
fz(,,,1,,
FIGURE 9 Orthogonal projections of a snapshot taken from simulation
er-ere. The dimer is represented by a grey string that traces the backbone
of each monomer. The DNA is represented as beads on a string. Black
beads correspond to ds(TCA) and ds(TGA). The bend in a projection onto
a vertical plane is confined to the spacer between the black beads (top).
Bends in a projection onto a horizontal plane are localized near ds(TCA)
and ds(TGA) and are oriented so as to create an S-shaped bend.
bend of approximately 300 induced by the DBD (Bishop
and Schulten, 1996; Nardulli and Shapiro, 1992; Petz et al.,
1997; Sabbah et al., 1992). The extent of the bend is limited
to the 15 bp that constitute a response element, so that the
average bend per base pair is approximately 4.3°. This
bending, if confined to the so-called vertical plane, is the
degree of bending necessary to uniformly bend DNA to
match the surface of a histone,
1.75 turns 3600 1 nucleosome
X x
nucleosome turn 146 bp (5)
Bending in the horizontal plane will increase the average
bend per base pair and is expected to result in an S-shaped
bend of the DNA, similar to the one arising in our simula-
tions.
Scatter plots of roll and tilt
The bends described above are due to the roll and tilt
between base pairs plotted in Fig. 10. These plots represent
the conformation of DNA in snapshots taken from each
trajectory. By definition, the roll of a base-pair step,
ds(XY), on the Watson strand of duplex DNA is identical to
the roll of the same step on the Crick strand, ds(Y'X'), and
Bishop et al. 2063
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FIGURE 10 Scatter plots of tilt
and roll. Simulations ere (top), er-ere
(middle), and er-g/ere (bottom) are
represented by scatter plots of data
obtained from snapshots of each tra-
jectory taken at intervals of 1 ps. Tilt
is plotted on the horizontal axis; each
plot has a range [-15°, +15°]. Roll
is plotted on the vertical axis; each
plot has a range [-30°, +300]. The
center of each ellipse indicates the
average value of tilt and roll, and the
horizontal and vertical extents of
each ellipse indicate the standard de-
viation of tilt and roll, respectively.
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the tilt for ds(XY) is opposite the tilt for ds(Y'X'). Hence,
symmetrical bending is reflected in these plots by identical
roll and opposite tilt values at base-pair steps that are
equidistant from the central ds(A).
From Fig. 10 one can discern that, for simulations er-ere
and er-g/ere, bends in the spacer were primarily due to roll,
whereas bends in the half-sites were due to a combination of
roll and tilt. The highest average tilt observed in simulation
er-ere corresponded to ds(TCA) and ds(TGA) of the first
and second half-sites, respectively. During simulation er-g/
ere, similarly high values of tilt were observed for the
corresponding trinucleotides ds(ACA) and ds(TGA). The
trinucleotide ds(TGA), which is equivalent to ds(TCA), has
the highest bending propensity of all possible trinucleotides
(Brukner and SaLnchez, 1995).
The above trinucleotides are adjacent to the spacer and
were separated by an average twist, (fQspacer), of 136; during
simulation er-ere and of 134; during er-g/ere. When the path
of the major groove is traced from the center of the response
element toward one of these trinucleotides, it rotates by
approximately 1350/2 about the DNA axis from its direction
opposite the dimer at the center of the response element. As
this path continues over the trinucleotides of interest, it
passes through a horizontal plane and becomes directed
toward the dimer again, as can be determined by visually
tracing the path of the major groove in Fig. 2. Bending of
the two trinucleotides by symmetrical roll and tilt creates an
S-shape in the DNA axis when projected onto a horizontal
plane, as represented in Fig. 10.
We note here that for a consensus GRE, the trinucleotides
adjacent to the spacer are ds(ACA) and ds(TGT), which
have either ds(CA) or ds(TG) in common with an ERE. The
dinucleotide ds(CA), which is equivalent to ds(TG), pos-
sesses a multiplicity of allowed roll and tilt states (Gorin et
al., 1995). Thus a consensus GRE or ERE allows a multi-
plicity of conformations at sites that can create the S-shape
in the DNA helical axis described above; the ability to
achieve this S-shape is an intrinsic property of a consensus
response element.
The bending propensity of DNA is known to be aniso-
tropic; analysis of crystallographic data bases indicates that
C A C A G T G A C C T
the ratio of roll to tilt is approximately 2:1 (Olson, 1996;
Young et al., 1995). This anisotropy appears in our scatter
plots as the ratio of the lengths of the vertical to horizontal
axes of each ellipse. The extents of the vertical and hori-
zontal axes of each ellipse represent the standard deviation
of the roll and tilt, respectively. The ratio is approximately
1.75 for each simulation; actual values are listed in Table 4.
This ratio is unaffected by differences in the absolute con-
formation of the DNA indicated by (IRollI)/(ITiltI) in Table 4.
DISCUSSION
Our simulations of an ER-DBD dimer complexed with
different DNA sequences revealed conformational changes
from the crystallographic structure (Schwabe et al., 1993)
that was used to initiate the simulations. We found that a
helix repeat of 10.7 bp/turn was energetically more favor-
able for the dimer/DNA complexes than the helix repeat of
10.0 bp/turn in the crystallographic structure. The dimer
was also found to induce a bend in the DNA helical axis
when projected onto one plane and an S-shaped bend when
projected onto an orthogonal plane (see Fig. 9). Our simu-
lation of free DNA produced a bent and underwound but not
symmetrical conformation. We conclude that the conforma-
tion of DNA bound to an ER-DBD dimer reflects the dyad
symmetry of the dimer.
A similar conformation of DNA was observed during
simulations of GR-DBD dimer/DNA complexes (Bishop
and Schulten, 1996). We suggest that the conformation
represents an energetically optimal conformation for a hor-
mone receptor dimer/DNA complex and that the particular
conformation induced in the DNA has a functional role in
TABLE 4 Roll and tilt statistics
Simulation (|Roll|)/(|Tilt|) (o-Rol1)/((TTi1t)
ere 9.90 /2.70 8.40 /5.00
er-ere 6.70 /3.70 7.90 /4.50
er-g/ere 7.70 /5.00 8.30 /4.80
=Z=ril.:
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the hormone response mechanism (Beato et al., 1 996a;
Truss et al., 1995).
For nucleosomal DNA, a similar S-shaped bend and helix
repeat are observed near the nucleosome's axis of dyad
symmetry (Richmond et al., 1984; Hayes et al., 1990; Puhl
and Behe, 1993). Optimal protein-DNA interactions be-
tween a histone octamer and DNA, as well as between a
hormone receptor dimer and DNA, can be achieved simul-
taneously if the hormone receptor dimer/DNA complex is
positioned over the nucleosome dyad. This positioning also
satisfies the preferred rotational phasing of nucleosomal
DNA, i.e., the minor groove faces away from the histone
octamer at the dyad (Richmond et al., 1984) and hence
toward the dimer.
In this regard we note that nucleosome positioning can be
achieved in vitro by means of DNA with intrinsically flex-
ible or intrinsically bent sequences. Such positioning is
most effective when the sequence possessing the intrinsic
properties is designed to be positioned near the nucleosome
dyad (Travers, 1987).
The question remains whether positioning can be induced
by hormone receptor binding and whether it might serve a
biological function. Much effort has recently been devoted
to measuring the degree to which nucleosomal DNA is free
or fixed in terms of its position on the histone octamer
(Beato et al., 1996a; Polach and Widom, 1995). An inter-
esting example is furnished by the mouse mammary tumor
virus (MMTV) promoter. The MMTV promoter consists of
six nucleosomes (Richard-Foy and Hager, 1987) that regu-
late gene expression by GRs. The nucleosome adjacent to
the nucleosome containing the TATA box is referred to as
nucleosome B. Nucleosome B contains four GRES, one of
which is a near-perfect GRE, GREp. In vitro measurements
of the positioning of DNA on nucleosome B indicate that
only two of the four GREs are accessible to GR binding
before the GR binds; one of these two GREs is GREp (Pinia
et al., 1990). This positioning is indicated in Fig. 11.
Nucleosome B has been reported to occupy as many as
five distinct positional frames spanning a length of approx-
imately 50 bp (Fragoso et al., 1995; Roberts et al., 1995).
This variability allows GREp to be positioned over the
nucleosome dyad. Such a positioning would be energeti-
cally favorable once GR binds, because the helix repeat,
bending, and symmetry of the conformation of GREp in
complex with a hormone receptor dimer are similar to the
conformation of nucleosomal DNA near the dyad. It was
noted by Truss et al. (1995) that the base pairs near the dyad
of nucleosome B were protected by the footprint of a bound
receptor, indicating that, in fact, such a positioning of the
receptor on the nucleosome is achieved. Binding of GR to a
position over the dyad might interfere with the binding of
linker histone, which also binds near the nucleosome dyad.
And in fact, the binding of GR to nucleosome B leads to a
displacement of linker histone (Bresnick et al., 1992).
The biriding of a GR dimer may not necessarily fix this
positioning, but rather it may alter the frequency of occu-
pation of each of the multiple frames observed by Fragoso
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FIGURE 11 Rearrangement of nucleosome B in the mouse mammary
tumor virus promoter. The positional frame of nucleosome B is indicated
by a grey box and the position of the dyadic axis by an arrow. (Top) Initial
positioning frame with GRE off the dyadic axis; two GRE half-sites and
OCT, NFl binding sites are blocked (Perlmann and Wrange, 1988). (Bot-
tom) Binding of GR shifts the positioned frame of nucleosome B, moving
GRE to the dyadic axis. Two GREs and binding sites for OCT, NFl
become exposed.
et al. (1995) and Roberts et al. (1995). However, no change
in the frequency of occupation of each frame or in the
positioning of DNA on nucleosome B was detected upon
the introduction of GR to systems containing constructs of
nucleosome B (Fragoso et al., 1995; Roberts et al., 1995;
Truss et al., 1995). It was noted that such measurements
may not be resolved by the experimental techniques em-
ployed (Fragoso et al., 1995).
The result of an increased occupancy of the positional
frame that locates the GREp over the nucleosome dyad
increases the accessibility of other segments of DNA for
protein binding. A shift to this positional frame translates
two of the GREs and two other sites, OCT and NFl, out of
the region of contact with the histone octamer, as indicated
in Fig. 11. Binding of GR would thus increase the frequency
of exposure of these binding sites, and thus the accessibility
to DNA-binding proteins. The shift, therefore, agrees with
the observation that all four GREs are occupied in vivo
(Truss et al., 1995) and that the binding of protein to OCT
and NFl first requires binding of GR to the nucleosome
(Archer et al., 1992).
The tripartite structure of the histone octamer (Arents et
al., 1991) possesses other symmetries that might provide
alternative sites for the localization of symmetrical protein-
DNA complexes, but no unique structural features of nu-
cleosomal DNA have been observed for these regions for a
stable nucleosome. Such features might be achieved if the
interface between the (H2A-H2B) dimer and the (H3-H4)2
tetramer in a histone octamer were altered. Changes in the
histone octamer complex are realizable because the dimer is
known to readily dissociate from the tetramer (Eickbrusch
and Moudrianakis, 1978).
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